We invite you to the mid term jury of the our studio - The
Practice! "Duel of Thoughts" is a debate game where each
participant defends their ideology against the other.
The concept of this debate is
slightly different. There is no "For
versus Against". Instead each pair
only argues "for" their ideology,
position, core values etc.
You have 1 minute to explain What is the most important thing
in your practice and thus your
design ideology?
You must win the debate by
articulating sharply your point of
view and answering all questions
thrown your way!
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March. 04 - 05, 2021 Zoom Link
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A - Anish , Ratik
B - Amod, Yash
C - Abhinaw, Gazal
D - Nishi, Tejan
E - Priyam, Tanvi, Shubhang

Open Floor (20 minutes)

The Q&A is open to all, participants
must question, comment, probe the
debaters further.
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NOTE: Pair E (3 debators) will get 57
minutes for questioning each other +
30 minutes for Open Floor Q+A.
Audience Poll (end of the day)
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Start (Total 2 minutes)
1 minute will be given to each
debater to answer the question.
They may speak and explain or use a
visual/diagram to make their points.

Day 1 - 04.03.2021 2:30 - 5:30pm (3hrs)
Team A

2:30 - 3:30

Team B

3:30 - 4:30

Team C

4:30 - 5:30

Day 2 - 05.03.2021 2:30 - 5:30pm (3hrs)
Team D

Debate (38 minutes)
After both debaters have put forth
their ideologies, each will begin
asking questions to the other.
These can be similar to the "Socratic
Questioning Method".

2:30 - 3:30

Team E

3:30 - 5:00

Discussion

5:00- 5:30

Ex: How, Why, explain further, do you
mean, but what if, do you mean this
or that etc. ,

Each participant will have to vote via
a google form choosing a winning
candidate
for
each
debate.
(mandatory)
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Grades and marks will be given based on:
1. How sharply you put forth your
ideology and defend it through
answers.
2. How sharp your questions to all the
debaters and your paired partners are.
Open Floor Q&A
Remaining participants can only ask
questions through the chat box only after
the 40 minute debate is over.

